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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBASLE CONSEQUENCES hF57TI|On 1-26-82;and 1-28-82, condensate inventory fell to approx 9h,000 and i

|TTT1 19h ,500. gal, respectively. TS 3.5 requires minimum of 100,000 gal in conden-|
_

, -

g [ sate makeup tanks. In both instances, required makeup capacity was restoredI
l o i s i lin less than 1.5 hours. No threat to public health or safety existed. I

lo j6 ] | Event reportable per TS 6.9.2.b2. See LER 80 h5 "r similar occurrence. I
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECflVE ACTIONS 27

I i i o 1 IIn both instances, sufficient condensate was in condenser hotwell. A conden-1

m tser tube leak led to decision to postpone use of hotvell on 1-26-82. On i

|1-28-82, condensate punns had been stopped in order to permit repairs to a |i 2

@ leondensate syst- vnive, In both instances. the nakeun systen was initially |

Iilai lun availnble. The enkenTi system hes been returned to service. I
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Attachment to LER 82-06-03-L-0
Consumers Power Company
Palisades
50-255

Event Description. On January 26, 1982, the inventory of water contained in the
condensate storage tank (T2) and primary system makeup tank (T81) fell to approxi-
mately 9h,000 gallons. On January 28, 1982, the combined inventory of the two
tanks fell to approximately 9h,500 gallons. The plant was in hot shutdown on Jan-

, uary 26, and in hot standby on January 28. Technical Specification 3.51 requires
a minimum of 100,000 gallons to be maintained in these tanks. Required inventory
was restored within h5 minutes on January 26, and 1 hours on January 28.

Cause Description and Corrective Action. On both occasions, steam generators were
being fed by the auxiliary feedvater . system which was.being supplied by the conden-
sate storage tank. Because of impurities in the steam generators (see LER 82-05)
the condensate usage rate was high in order to maintain blevdowns.

On January 26, the hotvell was not being rejected to the condensate storage tank
because of a condenser tube leak which was known to be adding impurities to the
hotwell vater. In addition, the makeup system was not in service because both
makeup trains were exhausted, and could not be regenerated. Upon discovery that
water inventory had fallen to less than that specified by the Technical Specifica-
tions, the determination was made that the hotwell water was satisfactory for use,
and the hotwell was rejected to the condensate storage tank. An alternate supply
of makeup was obtained from a vendor, and the makeup rate was restored to meet
system demands.

On January 28, the hotvell could not be rejected to the condensate storage tank
since both condensate pumps had been stopped in order to permit repairs to a
condensate system valve. The condensate system valve lineup required for the re-
pairs resulted in a path which permitted flov from the condensate storage tank to
the hotwell, resulting in accelerated loss of condensate storage tank inventory.
Although an alternate supply of makeup water was available (from a vendor as pre-
viously referred to) the makeup water supply path to the . condensate storage tank
had been automatically isolated because of operation of a conductivity cell. It

was determined that the makeup water conductivity was satisfactory and flow was
reestablished in order to restore inventory in the condensate storage tank.

Additional Corrective Actions. The aininistrative limit for inventory in the con-
densate storage / primary system makeup tanks is being evaluated to determine if
adequate margin between the administrative and technical specification limits
exists; changes vill be made if deemed necessary. The cetpoint for the conductivity
cell which caused isolation of the makeup path on January 28 is being evaluated;
an appropriate setpoint will be established based on that evaluation. During

periods of high condensate usage without nornal replenishment, hourly checks of
condensate makeup / primary system makeup tanks are being made.
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